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Living in Utopia with an Own Consciousness 

 

A cold blast blows in from the a broken window to awake Charles sleeping on the a shabby 

wooden bed. He still has some unwillingness to get off the bed.Not necessary. Better delete this 

sentence "Oh. . . It is about time to work.’’ And then Unnecessary. Better deleted.  he grabs a piece 

of toast and a canned coffee, which the government distributed, to walk through a crowded street into 

a building what kind of building? Better some descriptive words here. He is seated on a ruined chair 

say more about the chair and enjoys his breakfast consisting of what?. Suddenly, “ Ding, Ding, 

Ding.” A lot of files are falling from an iron tube what kind of tube?. It means that everyone has to start 

yielding yielding what?. Charles wears “puts on”? his reading glasses, watches reads the words of 

on the paper, and guides his subordinates, “This sentence should be deleted." “There They had 

better use some other words.’’ That is his job, "Revising a nation's history." Essentially why 

“Essentially”?, after eating lunch so “breakfast” is over and you are now speaking of “lunch”?, 

Charles has free time to do what he wants to do. However, he can not leave the office until five 

o'clock. By the way, many cameras, called a party's messengers, are installed in the building to 

oversee people working and convey the governor's information to whom?. Interestinglywhy 

“Interestingly”?, there has is a messy chamber where which only a person, Charles, can access. He 

squeezes his body into a tiny corner, takes a jotter from his pocket, as always, and writes down the 

sentences. I desire to have freedom, democracy, and so on. 

 

The writing is basically pretty good, although you should have made clear lots of things. 

Some minor mistakes. 
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